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GCSE Science in Action
Join us for the ultimate science enrichment day for KS4 students in autumn 2020! Five
interactive and highly engaging sessions will inspire and challenge your students. There will
be demonstrations and audience participation, and students will discover the wonder of
science in our specially designed programme, delivered by the leading lights in the field. A
session on examination success will equip students with the tools to succeed, and each
student will receive our incredibly useful revision guide to take home. This is Science in
Action!
• The human guinea pig: Inside the NHS…
and Tom!

• A walk on the wild side

• The facts behind the fads

• A room with a boom!

• ZAP!

University of Salford
The Crescent
Salford, M5 4PD

£19.75 + VAT
*
Plus one COMPLIMENTARY staff ticket per
10 students. *VAT may be reclaimable
please check with your finance department

ttp is the leading provider of inspirational, informative, Education
in Action study days for A-level, IB, BTEC and GCSE students.
Award-winning, world-class speakers
Cutting-edge content
Thought-provoking demos and presentations
Examination hints, tips and guidance
Modestly priced to offer access to all
Complimentary staff ticket for every 10 students booked
Bookings can be amended up to 28 days before the event day
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The human guinea pig: Inside the NHS… and Tom! / Tom Warrender
Meet Tom the human guinea pig who has visited
dozens of health professionals to discover the
amazing careers you can get into with 5 GCSEs at
levels 9-4! Oh… and he’ll perform some medical
demos live on stage! Any volunteers….

Tom Warrender is famous for
putting himself through real full
blown medical procedures in
hospitals & schools to inspire
the next generation of health
professionals.

A walk on the wild side / Lucy Eckersley
What does conservation in the real world look like? Is
it all just about Giant Pandas? Join Lucy Eckersley as
she explores the world of wildlife biology and
considers the question – Which animals should we
save?

Lucy is an Outreach Officer at
the Royal Veterinary
College where she works on
widening participation, and is a
freelance science presenter.

The facts behind the fads / Greg Foot
Join BBC Science Journalist Greg Foot to search for the facts behind the fads. In his
popular BBC Radio 4 show & podcast ‘The Best Thing Since Sliced Bread?’ Greg
looks for the scientific evidence behind a product’s bold claims; from teeth-whitening
to sunscreen […]

Greg Foot is a Science
Journalist on BBC Radio 4 (’The
Best Thing Since Sliced
Bread?’), a successful Podcaster
(’Surprisingly Brilliant’) &
YouTuber (‘BBC Earth’, ‘Let’s
Go Live’ etc) & […]

A room with a boom! / Nick Barker
Discover relevance of chemistry to all of our lives. As
well as making connections to some current chemical
research, this is also likely to be your only
opportunity to see a nappy and hydrochloric acid
appearing in the same talk!

Nick runs an education
programme for schools which
engages with around 7000
young people per year. Prior to
that he was a teacher of science
in state secondary […]

ZAP! / Marty Jopson
Marty has a PhD in plant
biology, is a science TV
presenter, live show performer,
writer, strange prop builder
and all round Science Bloke.
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